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Abstract

Peak Estimation aims to find the maximum value of a state function achieved by a
dynamical system. This problem is non-convex when considering standard Barrier and
Density methods for invariant sets, and has been treated heuristically by using auxiliary
functions. A convex formulation based on occupation measures is proposed in this
paper to solve peak estimation. This method is dual to the auxiliary function approach.
Our method will converge to the optimal solution and can recover trajectories even from
approximate solutions. This framework is extended to safety analysis by maximizing
the minimum of a set of costs along trajectories.

1 Introduction

The behavior of dynamical systems may be analyzed by bounding extreme values of state
functions along trajectories. For a system with dynamics governed by an ODE ẋ = f(t, x)
with continuous f , let x(t | x0) denote a trajectory starting from an initial point x0. The
problem of finding the maximum value of a function p(x) for trajectories starting from a set
X0 evolving over the time interval [0, T ] is

P ∗ = max
t, x0∈X0

p(x(t))

ẋ(t) = f(t, x), t ∈ [0, T ].
(1)

The goal of peak estimation is to approximate sharp upper bounds to P ∗. It is also
desired to recover the near-optimal trajectories that achieve p(x(t | x0)) ≈ P ∗ for some
time t ∈ [0, T ]. Lower bounds to P ∗ can be found by sampling an initial point x0 ∈ X0

and finding the maximum value of p(x) along x(t | x0), but generating a sampled lower
bound that is close to P ∗ is difficult. Upper bounds of P ∗ are universal properties of all
trajectories, and P ∗ may be sandwiched between discovered lower and upper bounds. Peak
estimation may be infinite-time if T =∞.
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Problem (1) was cast into an infinite-dimensional linear program (LP) of occupation
measures in the context of optimal stopping problems of a martingale in [1], and the bound
P ∗ was approximated by discretization with finite-dimensional LPs. The infinite dimensional
LP in [1] is an extension to the stochastic setting of the deterministic optimal control
formulation in [2] with a state cost instead of a running cost. A survey of infinite-dimensional
LP methods is available at [3], and LPs in occupation measures may also be solved through
the moment-SOS hierarchy of Semidefinite Programs (SDP) [4]. More recently, an auxiliary
function approach was developed to find a convergent sequence of upper bounds to P ∗ by
sum-of-squares (SOS) methods [5]. The infinite-dimensional LP in [5] that is truncated into
an SOS program is dual to the infinite-dimensional LP in [1]. The optimal trajectories that
achieve P ∗ are localized into a sublevel set of the solved auxiliary function, and may be
approximated through adjoint optimization [6, 5]. The SOS programs in [5] are dual to
Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) in moments of occupation measures [4, 7].

This paper has two main focuses: recovery and safety. A recovery algorithm is detailed
to find the optimal trajectories from a peak estimation problem, which is based on solutions
of occupation measure LMIs that satisfy an approximate rank constraint. Peak estimation
is extended to maximin objectives, which aim to maximize the minimum of a set of cost
functions. Maximin peak estimation may be used to quantify a safety margin of trajectories
with respect to an unsafe set, complementing the binary safety determination of Barrier
[8, 9] and Density [10] functions.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines notation and reviews preliminaries.
Section 3 posits a recovery algorithm to extract near-optimal trajectories. Section 4 provides
a safety evaluation framework via maximin optimization. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

R is the space of real numbers, Rn is an n-dimensional real vector space, and Rn+ is its
nonnegative real orthant. Let x = (x1 . . . xn) be a tuple of n independent variables. Mono-
mials may be expressed as xα =

∏n
i=1 x

αi
i for a multi-index α ∈ Nn, where N is the set

of natural numbers. A polynomial p(x) may be expressed as
∑
α∈I pαx

α for a finite index
set I, and the degree of p is the maximum |α| =

∑
i|αi| over all α ∈ I. R[x] is the ring

of polynomials in x, and R[x]≤d is the subset of polynomials with total degree at most d.
A basic semialgebraic set is the locus of Nc inequality constraints gk(x) ≥ 0 of bounded
degree, with the form K = {x | gk(x) ≥ 0, k = 1 . . . Nc}.

Assume for this paper that X ⊂ Rm for some dimension m. Let C(X) be the set of
continuous functions defined over X, and C1(X) be the subset of C(X) with continuous
first derivatives. The space of finite signed Borel measures over X is M(X), which is
the topological dual of C(X) with duality pairing 〈f, µ〉 =

∫
X
f(x)dµ(x) =

∫
X
fdµ for

f ∈ C(X) and µ ∈M(X) if X is compact. The nonnegative subcones C+(X) and M+(X)
are dual cones with an induced inner product 〈·, ·〉 from the duality pairing. If B ⊆ X
and IB(x) is the indicator function on B, then the measure of B with respect to µ is
µ(B) =

∫
X
IB(x)dµ =

∫
B
dµ. The support supp(µ) is the smallest closed subset S ⊆ X

such that µ(X \ S) = 0. µ1 ⊗ µ2 denotes the product measure formed by µ1 and µ2. µ
is a probability measure on X if µ(X) = 1. The Dirac delta is a probability measure
δx ∈M+(X) with supp(δx) = x.
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2.2 Moment-SOS Hierarchy

Infinite-dimensional LPs may be defined over nonnegative measures µ, such as

p∗ = max
µ∈M+(X)

〈c, µ〉, A(µ) = b. (2)

In program (2), c ∈ R[x] ⊂ C(X) is a cost, and A, b define a set of affine constraints in the
moments of µ. The α-moment of a measure µ is the scalar quantity yα = 〈xα, µ〉. A measure
µ from (2) may be parameterized by an infinite sequence of moments y = {yα | ∀α ∈ Nn}
such that 〈p, µ〉 =

∑
α pαyα for all p ∈ R[x]. Problem (2) may be expressed as a linear

program in the infinite number of moments yα, which must be truncated into a problem
with a finite number of variables and constraints for tractable optimization. The moment-
sum-of-squares (SOS) hierarchy uses the moment sequence yα with degree |α| ≤ d for some
bound d as variables. Refer to [11] for all material in this subsection.

Let X = {x | gk(x) ≥ 0} be a basic semialgebraic set with Nc constraints where each
gk(x) has degree dk, and α, β, γ ∈ Nm be a set of multi-indices. The infinite moment
matrix M(y) and localizing matrices M(gky) for each inequality constraint are indexed by
multi-indices (α, β), and have the forms,

M(y)αβ = yα+β , M(gky)αβ =
∑
γ gkγyα+β+γ . (3)

The degree-d relaxation of problem (2) is:

p∗d = max
y

∑
α cαyα, A(y) = by (4a)

Md(y) � 0, Md−dk(gky) � 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , Nc. (4b)

The truncated moment matrix Md(y) and localizing matrices Md−dk(gky) contain mo-
ments of up to order 2d. The expression A(y) = by in problem (4a) imposes the affine
condition A(µ) = b on entries of the moment sequence y. The optima of relaxations
p∗d ≥ p∗d+1 ≥ p∗d+2 . . . are a sequence of upper bounds to the true optimum p∗. This se-
quence will converge as d → ∞ if X is compact, or more specifically an Archimedean
condition holds [11]. The size of Md(y) (size of the PSD matrix variable of an LMI absent
other structure) with n variables at degree d is

(
n+d
d

)
.

A measure is ‘rank-r atomic’ if it is supported on a set of r discrete points called ‘atoms’.
A moment matrix Md(y) possesses a representing measure µ if the moments of µ up to order
2d agree with the entries of Md(y). A necessary but not sufficient condition for a rank-r
atomic measure µ to exist is that Md(y) has rank r. The sufficient condition requires the
existence of a flat extension, in which the rank of truncated moment matrices is preserved
as d increases [12]. The r atoms may be recovered by a Cholesky decomposition of Md(y),
or by reading entries of yα if r = 1 [13].

2.3 Occupation Measures

Occupation measures are a valuable tool in solving optimal control and reachable set prob-
lems. Resources on this topic include [4, 14]. This section follows the exposition of [15]. For
a single initial point x0 ∈ X0, the occupation measure µ(A×B | x0) is the amount of time
the trajectory x(t | x0) spends in the region A×B ⊆ [0, T ]×X:

µ(A×B | x0) =

∫ T

0

IA×B(t, x(t | x0))dt. (5)

3



The average occupation measure µ yields the µ0-weighted time trajectories spend in
A×B for some µ0 ∈M+(X0):

µ(A×B) =

∫
X0

µ(A×B | x0)dµ0(x0). (6)

It holds that µ([0, T ] × X) = T . The final occupation measure is the distribution of
x ∈ X that results after following initial conditions distributed as µ0 for time T

µT (B) =

∫
X0

IB(x(T | x0))dµ0(x0). (7)

For a test function v(t, x) ∈ C1([0, T ]×X), the Lie derivative operator Lf is defined

Lfv(t, x) = ∂tv(t, x) +∇xv(t, x)T f(t, x). (8)

The three measures µ0, µT , µ are linked together by the linear Liouville Equation δT ⊗
µT = δ0⊗µ0 +L†fµ, which may be understood in a weak sense to hold for all test functions

v(t, x) ∈ C1([0, T ]×X),

〈v(T, x), µT 〉 = 〈v(0, x), µ0〉+ 〈Lfv(t, x), µ〉. (9)

The operator L†f is the adjoint of Lf such that 〈Lfv, µ〉 = 〈v,L†fµ〉 for any v(t, x) ∈
C1([0, T ]×X).

2.4 Peak Estimation

Peak estimation problems can be bounded by an infinite-dimensional LP in measures by
defining a peak measure µp ∈M+([0, T ]×X), which generalizes δT ⊗µT with free terminal
time. Eq. (9) from [1] with variables (µ0, µ, µp) can be restated as

p∗ = max 〈p(x), µp〉 (10a)

µp = δ0 ⊗ µ0 + L†fµ (10b)

µ0(X0) = 1 (10c)

µ, µp ∈M+([0, T ]×X) (10d)

µ0 ∈M+(X0). (10e)

The probability measure µ0 in (10c) is distributed over initial conditions. By Liouville’s
Equation (10b), µp is a probability measure over points in time and space:

〈1, µp〉 = 〈1, δ0 ⊗ µ0〉+ 〈Lf (1), µ〉 = 1 + 0 = 1. (11)

The dual problem to (10) with variables (v(t, x), γ) is

d∗ = min
γ∈R

γ (12a)

γ ≥ v(0, x) ∀x ∈ X0 (12b)

Lfv(t, x) ≤ 0 ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×X (12c)

v(t, x) ≥ p(x) ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×X (12d)

v ∈ C1([0, T ]×X) (12e)
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and is formulated in Eq. 2.5 and 2.6 of [5]. The auxiliary function v(t, x) and scalar γ are
dual variables for constraints (10b) and (10c) respectively [5]. If (v, γ) solves to (12), then
the sublevel set {(t, x) | v(t, x) ≤ γ} contains all trajectories starting from X0.

The measures in (10) have bounded mass when [0, T ] × X is compact (requires finite
T ), and the image of the cone of measuresM+([0, T ]×X)2)×M+(X0) through the linear
mapping in (10b) (10c) is closed in the weak star topology. This implies the strong duality
p∗ = d∗ as shown in Theorem C.20 of [11]. The solution p∗ = d∗ ≥ P ∗ is an upper bound for
the true peak in (1). The solution p∗ is approximately equal to P ∗ for compact [0, T ] ×X
and locally Lipschitz dynamics (Thm 2.1 of [2], 2.5 of [5]), and often p∗ = P ∗. The objective
values d∗ = P ∗ are tight if the function v(t, x) in (12) is allowed to be discontinuous [5].

[1] estimates (10) by discretizing the infinite-dimensional LP (sec. 4.1) or forming a
Markov chain (sec. 4.2). [5] finds a convergent sequence of upper bounds through an SOS
relaxation (Eq. 4.4-4.7).

For numerical examples in this paper, it is assumed that p and the entries of f are given
polynomials, and

X ={x | gk(x) ≥ 0, ∀k = 1, . . . , Nc} (13a)

X0 ={x | g0k(x) ≥ 0,∀k = 1, . . . , N0
c } (13b)

are compact basic semialgebraic sets.

3 Recovery

This section presents an algorithm to attempt extraction of optimal trajectories if p∗ is
reached at R points.

3.1 Optimal Trajectories and Measures

Each of the R solution trajectories to Problem (1) that achieves P ∗ may be encoded by
a triple (xr0, t

r
p, x

r
p) satisfying P ∗ = p(xrp) = p(x(trp | xr0)) for r = 1, . . . , R. A trajectory

x(t | x0) in which P ∗ is reached multiple times is separated into triples for each attainment.
Let the triple (x0, tp, xp) be a solution to Problem (1). The probability measures

µ0 = δx0 , µp = δtp ⊗ δxp , and µ defined by Eq. (5) with an endpoint tp instead of T
satisfy constraints (10b)-(10e) with an objective value of 〈p, µp〉 = P ∗ (where µ is supported
between (0, x0) and (tp, xp)). For the general case where P ∗ is reached at multiple triples

(xr0, t
r
p, x

r
p), the measures µ0 =

∑r
r=1 wrδxr

0
, µp =

∑R
r=1 wr(δtrp ⊗ δxr

p
) , and µ =

∑R
r=1 wrµ

r

are feasible solutions to (10b)-(10e) for all weights w ∈ RR+ with 1Tw = 1 (convex combina-
tions). Optimal trajectories may be recovered from the support of µ0 and µp solving (10) if
p∗ = P ∗.

3.2 LMI Formulation

Assume that the measures µ0, µ, µp from (10) have moment sequences of y0, y, yp up to
degree 2d. Liouville’s equation in (10b) implies that the following linear relation holds for
each test function v(t, x) = xαtβ ,

〈xαtβ , δ0 ⊗ µ0〉+ 〈Lf (xαtβ), µ〉 − 〈xαtβ , µp〉 = 0. (14)
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Define Liouαβ(y0, y, yp) as the relation in moment sequences from (14) for each test function
xαtβ . The degree-d LMI relaxation of (10) with variables (y0, y, yp) is

p∗d =max
∑
α pαy

p
α. (15a)

Liouαβ(y0, y, yp) = 0 ∀(α, β) ∈ Nm+1
≤2d (15b)

y00 = 1 (15c)

Md(y
0),Md(y),Md(y

p) � 0 (15d)

Md−d0k(g0ky
0) � 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , N0

c (15e)

Md−dk(gky) � 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , Nc (15f)

Md−dk(gky
p) � 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , Nc (15g)

Md−2(t(T − t)y), Md−2(t(T − t)yp) � 0. (15h)

Program (15) is dual to the degree-d SOS program in [5]. Localizing matrix constraints
(15e)-(15h) enforce the measure support constraints in (10d)-(10e).

3.3 Recovery Algorithm

A solution to (15) at degree d will yield an upper bound p∗d ≥ p∗. If the moment matrices
Md(y

0) and Md(y
p) are rank-deficient and have a flat extension, then there exist atomic

representing measures µ0, µp whose measures agree with the moment sequences up to order
2d. These representing measures may not necessarily solve (10), as there may not exist a µ
supported on the graph of optimal trajectories with moments in Md(y).

The atoms of Md(y
0) and Md(y

p) with extraction by [13] (or reading y0, yp if rank-1,
which automatically implies existence of a flat extension) are candidates for optimal triples
(xr0, t

r
p, x

r
p). Evaluating p(x) along a sampled trajectory starting at a feasible atom xr0 ∈ X0

from Md(y
0) will yield a lower bound prd such that prd ≤ p∗ ≤ p∗d. If the lower and upper

bound are sufficiently close together, then the trajectory starting at xr0 is approximately-
optimal. Algorithm 1 describes the forward trajectory recovery algorithm. An alternative
approach could take atoms from µp with p∗d − p(xrp) ≤ ε, running f backwards from xrp for
time trp and observing if the destination point is a member of X0.

This process assumes that the peak estimation problem takes an optimal value at a finite
set of points, which in practice is not very restrictive. The rank-recovery process requires
low rank moment matrices, is sensitive to numerical conditioning in the monomial basis as
d increases, and may not always succeed (e.g. p∗ − P ∗ > ε).

Example 4.1 from [5] is the following system with a central symmetry and two stable
attractors: [

ẋ1
ẋ2

]
=

[
0.2x1 + x2 − x2(x21 + x22)
−0.4x1 + x1(x21 + x22)

]
(16)

For the infinite-horizon problem (without variable t) of maximizing ‖x‖22 starting at
X0 = {x | ‖x‖22 = 0.5}, X = [−2, 2]2, (15) finds a bound p∗7 = 1.90318. The solved
M7(y0),M7(yp) are rank-2 up to a tolerance of 3 × 10−4. When using Alg. 1, p∗7 is within
0.005 of the sampled result pr7 of each atom.

Fig. 1a plots the optimal trajectory in dark blue and randomly sampled trajectories in
cyan along with the level set p(x) = p∗7 in the red dashed line. The black dashed curve
is the level set {x | v(x) = 0}. Fig. 1b compares the extracted x∗0 ≈ ±(0.491,−0.093)
(blue circles) and x∗p ≈ ±(0.481, 1.293) (blue stars) against a sublevel-set approximation to

6



Algorithm 1: Trajectory recovery

Input : Sets X0, X, dynamics f , cost p, max. time T , initial degree d0, tolerance ε
Output : Near-Optimal Trajectories OPT
degree d = d0, optimal triples OPT = ∅
Loop

Solve (15) at degree d for (p∗d, Md(y
0))

if Md(y
0) has a flat extension then

for atoms xr0 in Md(y
0) by [13] do

Simulate x(t | xr0)
Find prd = maxt∈[0,T ] p(x(t | xr0))
Find trp, x

r
p on traj. with prd = p(xrp)

if p∗d − prd < ε then
Append (xr0, t

r
p, x

r
p) to OPT

end
return OPT if OPT 6= ∅
d← d+ 1

EndLoop

locations of optimal trajectories and their initial conditions ([5] Sec. 3: {x | 0 ≤ v(x) +p∗7 ≤
0.002, 0 ≤ Lfv(x) ≤ 0.004}).
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Figure 1: Maximize ‖x‖22 along (16)

Code in this paper is publicly available at https://github.com/jarmill/peak/ and
was written in MATLAB 2020a. SDPs were formulated in YALMIP [16] and Gloptipoly 3
[17], and solved with Mosek 9.2.
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4 Maximin Safety Analysis

This section proposes a method to analyze safety of trajectories through maximin peak
estimation.

4.1 Safety Background

Let Xu ⊂ X be an unsafe compact basic semialgebraic set with description Xu = {x |
pi(x) ≥ 0 ∀i = 1 . . . Nu}. For example, Xu could represent a the location of a body of water
in a driving task. Barrier functions for autonomous dynamics ẋ = f(x) offer one method of
certifying safety [8] by attempting to find a B(x) ∈ C1(X) satisfying,

B(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ Xu (17a)

B(x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ X0 (17b)

f(x) · ∇xB(x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ X (17c)

A measure problem with variables (µ0, µ, µu) is,

µu = µ0 + L†fµ µ0(X0) = 1 (18a)

µ0 ∈M+(X0), µu ∈M+(Xu), µ ∈M+(X). (18b)

Problems (17) and (18) are strong alternatives. Feasibility of (18) implies that there
exists at least one trajectory starting in X0 and ending in the unsafe set Xu. If there exists
a barrier function B satisfying (17), then no trajectory starting from X0 enters Xu. Finding
a valid B certifies safety but does not indicate proximity of trajectories to Xu.

All points x ∈ Xu satisfy pi(x) ≥ 0, and therefore Xu = {x | mini pi(x) ≥ 0}. If
mini pi(x) < 0 for all points on trajectories coming from X0, then trajectories never enter
or contact Xu. A negative maximum value of mini pi(x) on trajectories therefore certifies
safety, which can be verified through peak estimation.

4.2 Maximin Objective

Let p(x) = [pi(x)]
Np

i=1 be a polynomial vector of objectives. The maximin peak estimation
problem is

P ∗ = max
t, x0∈X0

min
i
pi(x)

ẋ(t) = f(t, x), t ∈ [0, T ].
(19)

Theorem 4.1. The maximin peak estimation problem (19) may be upper bounded by a
measure program

p∗ = max q (20a)

q + zi = 〈pi(x), µp〉 ∀i = 1 . . . Np (20b)

µp = δ0 ⊗ µ0 + L†fµ (20c)

µ0(X0) = 1 (20d)

q ∈ R, z ∈ RNp

+ (20e)

µ, µp ∈M+([0, T ]×X) (20f)

µ0 ∈M+(X0). (20g)
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Proof. This is an extension to the measure program (10) upper bounding (1) with multiple
costs. The value q is a lower bound on 〈pi, µp〉, and Program (20) aims to find the maximum
such q. Nonnegative slack variables zi in (20b) fill the gap between the bound q and
〈pi, µp〉.

Degree-d LMI relaxations provide a decreasing sequence of upper bounds to p∗ in (20).
The Lagrangian of (20) is

L =γ(〈1, µp〉 − 1) +
∑Np

i=1 αizi + βi(q + zi − 〈pi, µp〉)

+ 〈v(t, x), δ0 ⊗ µ0 + L†fµ− µp〉+ q (21)

with new dual variables β ∈ RNp from constraint (20b) and α ∈ RNp

+ from the cone constraint

z ∈ RNp

+ . After eliminating α, the dual problem to (20) is:

d∗ = min
γ∈R

γ (22a)

γ ≥ v(0, x) ∀x ∈ X0 (22b)

Lfv(t, x) ≤ 0 ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×X (22c)

v(t, x) ≥ βT p(x) ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×X (22d)

v ∈ C1([0, T ]×X) (22e)

β ∈ RNp

+ , 1Tβ = 1 (22f)

Strong duality holds between (20) and (22) by Theorem C.20 of [11] when [0, T ] × X is
compact.

Remark 1. If a particular term pi(x) is minimal among p(x) at optimality, then zi = 0 and
βi 6= 0. The dual variable β is located on an Np-dimensional simplex, so a single-objective
case will feature β = 1.

4.3 Maximin Example

An example of maximin estimation is the following non-autonomous ODE (Example 2.1
from [5]): [

ẋ1
ẋ2

]
=

[
x2t− 0.1x1 − x1x2
x1t− x2 + x21

]
(23)

Figure 2 plots trajectories from equation (23) on the initial set X0 = {x | (x1 + 0.75)2 +
x22 = 1} and total set X = [−3, 2] × [−2, 2]. When maximizing p(x) = x1, over the time
range [0, 5] the first three bounds are:

p∗1:3 = [1.5473, 0.4981, 0.4931]

The second-largest eigenvalue of M1(y) = 2.943 × 10−6, so the moment matrix is nearly
rank-1 for atom extraction by Algorithm 1. The near-optimal trajectory is displayed in
Fig. 2a with x∗0 = [−1.674,−0.383] and x∗p = [0.493, 0.029]. With a maximin objective
p(x) = [x1, x2], the first three bounds are

p∗1:3 = [1.0765, 0.3905, 0.3891]

9



At d = 3, the optimal β = [0.647, 0.353] has both elements nonzero, as p1(x∗p) = p2(x∗p) = p∗3.
Fig. 3 displays the maximin objective min(x1, x2) along trajectories in Fig. 2. x∗p is reached
at time t∗p = 2.19, which is indicated by the blue stars on Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Peak analysis of system (23) at d = 3
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Figure 3: The value of min(x1, x2) along trajectories (23)

4.4 Safety Margins

Let P ∗ and p∗d be the optimum value of the maximin problem (19) with costs [pi(x)]Nu
i=1 from

Xu and (19)’s degree-d LMI relaxation (20) respectively. A bound 0 > p∗d ≥ P ∗ for some d
certifies safety, and this negative value p∗d serves as a ‘safety margin’. In contrast, a unsafe
P ∗ > 0 implies that p∗d > 0 for all degrees d.

Figure 4 demonstrates safety margins on the system f(x) = [x2, −x1−x2+x31/3] from [8]
with an infinite-horizon. Trajectories originate from X0 : (x1−1.5)2+x22 ≤ 0.42. The unsafe
set is a red half-circle formed by a circle with radius Ru = 0.5 centered at Cu = [0,−0.5]
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(a) Safe: p∗5 = −0.1417 < 0 (b) Unsafe: p∗5 = 0.1935 > 0

Figure 4: Safety margins for half-circle sets

cut by a half-space [cos θ, sin θ]′[x − Cu] ≥ 0 for some angle θ. With θ = 5π/4 in Fig. 4a,
p∗3:5 = [0.1178,−0.1326,−0.1417]. All trajectories are safe because p∗4 < 0.

The flow in Fig. 4b with θ = 3π/4 is unsafe, as some trajectory (the approximate
optimal trajectory with d = 5 recovered by Alg. 1) passes through Xu. Feasibility of the
LMI associated with (18) with µ ∈ M+([0, T ] × X), µu ∈ M+([0, T ] × Xu) is generally
a more reliable way to certify unsafety than safety margins with Alg. 1, as the recovery
routine requires (near) flat extensions.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a recovery algorithm to extract optimal trajectories of a peak estima-
tion problem based on rank-deficiency of moment matrices. The peak estimation framework
is extended to maximin objectives. A safety analysis framework is presented with maximin
peak estimation, where a negative value of a safety margin is sufficient to certify safety of
trajectories. Future work includes bounding minimum distances to unsafe sets and peak
estimation under uncertainty.
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